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GENERATE REVENUE

//

REACH FANS

//

KEEP GROWING

The COVID-19 pandemic has already had a massive impact on the music industry, with fans and artists alike sitting in isolation around the world.
These are difficult times for everyone, not only in terms of fears surrounding the virus, but also the need to stay afloat during a lockdown.
Behind the glamorous image, musicians are just one part of a self-employed sector that is feeling the impact of self-isolation on its livelihood.
For the past 14 months, Townsend has been running and refining a platform called Making Music. It provides a new, more flexible way for artists to give
to their fans and maintain income year-round, no matter what their circumstances.
Making Music enables artists to continually generate income whilst interacting with current fans and engaging new ones with special products, exclusive content
and an ongoing insight into their creative process.
As opposed to only uploading content on social media platforms, artists using Making Music can connect with their audiences directly from their online store. By using
our platform and product options, they can then generate income with a variety of offerings and give their fans deeper experiences and better value for their money.
There is no requirement for artists to have a current pre-sell campaign in action. In fact, they can utilise the platform to help fund upcoming projects
– anything from the recording of a new album or the mastering of a live LP, to a new range of merchandise or a deluxe physical offering.
In the current state of isolation, people all over the world are looking to strengthen connections remotely, and they’re looking to their favourite
creators for a sense of escapism.
We hope Making Music can provide a solution to both of these needs, while giving music fans the opportunity to support their favourite artists during a difficult time.

CONNECTION

//

ENGAGEMENT

//

PROMOTION

Making Music is a toolset that enables artists to involve fans with their music, connecting
with them at anytime from anywhere.
A Making Music Campaign is the perfect way to boost fan engagement whilst gathering
chart eligible pre-orders. Whether that be during the making of a new album,
live performance recordings or using blog and video updates to continuously engage
with their audience.
Perfect as part of a traditional album launch, a Making Music Campaign can kick-off
at conception and continue through pre-production and recording, all the way to release
before extending into the album’s touring cycle. All whilst offering exclusive products
along the way.

Making Music Campaigns are fully adaptable so amends can be made to release
schedules as required, whilst keeping fans in the loop.
Making Music has been utilised to great effect by Gary Numan, The Darkness, Feeder,
Deaf Havana and Rick Astley to name just a few.

//

COMMUNITY

ARTIST CONTROLLED

//

FANBASE GROWTH

//

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT

Artists can take fans on a unique journey, offering…
• Behind-the-Scenes Footage
• Exclusive Online Events
• Demo / Song Snippets
• Acoustic Renditions
• Album Artwork reveals
• Competitions & Giveaways
… giving fans a real insight into life as an artist.

Artists can offer unique items and experiences including exclusive album formats,
listening party tickets, mastering sessions, names in credits, hand-written lyric sheets,
artwork prints or items of merchandise.
Artists can engage fans directly through their artist-branded online store to reach
anyone who might not use social media or can’t catch them on tour whilst getting
their community talking on the platform’s interactive message board.
Artists can choose whether exclusive content is available for free on their store or as part of a paid-for
fan subscription model creating an additional D2C revenue stream.

ANALYTICS REPORTS

//

STATS AND REPORTS JUST A CLICK AWAY . . .
All clients are assigned log-in details to an artist store dashboard
giving them live 24/7 access to sales, stock movements and data
analysis reports, including country and region analysis, referral
traffic, slow-moving lines, bundle sales and more.

DATA-DRIVEN

//

ADMIN APP

MAKE USE OF OUR APP
Stay up to speed on campaigns by
downloading the TM Stores App from
the App Store and have custom reports
emailed at regular chosen intervals.

E-COMMERCE STORE

//

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

//

NEWSLETTER

MORE
MARKETPLACES . . .
Being a part of the Townsend Music
platform allows for artist products to
be listed and featured on Spotify,
YouTube, Discogs, Amazon and
our popular music e-commerce
site townsendmusic.store.
Our e-commerce store features our
official artist releases as well as general
stocks, allowing us to drive traffic to the
store for a large variety of releases.
This allows artists to benefit from each
other’s traffic with customers spending
£50 per transaction, on average.
The store is also integrated with Instagram and Facebook Shopping, meaning our growing social media audience can access artist
products with ease.
We also drive traffic to the store from our sizeable opted-in email database, with average 24.09% open rate, showcasing to them the latest
releases on a bi-weekly basis.
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